Abstract. An entropy solution u of a multi{dimensional scalar conservation law is not necessarily in BV , even if the conservation law is genuinely nonlinear. We show that u nevertheless has the structure of a BV {function in the sense that the shock location is codimension{one recti able. This result highlights the regularizing e ect of genuine nonlinearity in a qualitative way; it is based on the locally nite rate of entropy dissipation. The proof relies on the geometric classi cation of blow{ups in the framework of the kinetic formulation.
Introduction
In this paper, we study the structure of entropy solutions of scalar conservation laws in n space dimensions @ t u + div x f(u) We recall that for a smooth solution u of (2), u is constant along the characteristic lines of speed f 0 (u). Thus the nonlinearity of f imposes a certain rigidity to the problem: Since f 0 (u) varies in the transported value u, characteristics must cross and shocks are formed. Therefore smooth solutions cannot exist in general. The weak formulation (2) allows for singularities | at the expense of rigidity. The Cauchy problem is ill-posed. The notion of entropy solution (1) restores the right amount of rigidity for existence and uniqueness. In this paper, we will show that this rigidity also survives in form of a regularizing e ect on the structure of u.
1.1. One space dimension.
The regularizing e ect of nonlinearity in one space dimension is well{understood. We give a short list of the main analytic ideas which capture this e ect.
For a strictly convex ux function, i.e. f 00 (v) c > 0, Oleinik proved an L 1 {estimate on the positive part of the spatial gradient: k(@ x u) + (t; )k L 1 (R) 1 c t (3) independently of the initial data 19]. It is based on the maximum principle for the parabolic approximation. In fact, the \E{condition" (3) characterizes entropy solutions among all weak solutions.
For homogeneous nonlinear ux function, i.e. f(v) = v p with p > 1, B enilan and Crandall established an L 1 {estimate on the time derivative k@ t u(t; )k L 1 (R) 1 (p ? 1) t ku(0; )k L 1 (R) :
Roughly speaking, it is based on Kruzkov's L 1 {contraction principle 15] for entropy solutions and a scale invariance of the solution space, see 4] . This argument has been extended to more general ux functions 20] .
We are interested in the case of a \genuinely nonlinear" ux function f(v), which in one space dimension means that there is no v{interval on which the characteristic speed f 0 (v) is constant. In this setting, Tartar established a compactness result: A sequence of uniformly bounded entropy solutions fu (k) g k is precompact in L 1 locally 23] . This can be seen as a qualitative version of the regularizing e ect of nonlinearity.
Tartar makes use of the fact that the entropy dissipation measures ? (k) ;q := @ t (u (k) ) + div x q(u (k) ) are (locally) uniformly bounded. This follows from the fact that (k) ;q is the space{time divergence of a uniformly bounded eld. Loosely speaking, Tartar's result states that uniformly bounded f (k) ;q g k rule out ne{scale oscillations of fu (k) g k . Chen and Rascle converted this qualitative observation into a regularity result, see 7] : An entropy solution is automatically continuous in time with values in L 1 loc (R n ).
Multiple space dimensions.
The regularizing mechanism of genuine nonlinearity is intuitive in one space dimension: Generically, the speed f 0 (v) of characteristics is di erent for di erent values v. Hence characteristic lines transporting di erent values have to cross (at earlier or later times) and thus shocks are unavoidable. These shocks dissipate entropy, but the entropy dissipation ;q is (locally) nite. This should limit shock occurrence and thus oscillations of entropy solutions. The natural generalization of \genuinely nonlinear" to n space dimensions is the following:
There is no v{interval on which f 0 (v) is contained in an (n ? 1){dimensional subspace. But the geometry of the equation is more complicated in multiple space dimensions: Characteristic lines of di erent speed need not cross. Thus it is less clear if and how nite entropy dissipation can limit the oscillation of u.
Lions, Perthame and Tadmor showed that indeed also in multiple space dimensions, nite entropy dissipation limits the oscillations of u. Their idea was to \unfold" the notion of entropy solution (2) : (4) It is easy to check that (1) is equivalent to @ t (v; u(t; x)) + f 0 (v) r x (v; u(t; x)) = @ v in D 0 v;t;x (5) for some non{negative measure on R v R t R n x which encodes the entropy dissipation in the sense of ;q = R 00 (v) d (v; ) for every entropy .
Notice that (5) makes the characteristic speed f 0 (v) appear in the transport operator on the l.h.s. In fact, the kinetic formulation shows that whenever u is not constant along characteristics, entropy must be dissipated. The kinetic formulation (4)&(5) allows to use the velocity averaging estimates for transport equations 12, 10, 17] . Genuine nonlinearity is precisely the condition on f 0 (v) which the argument requires to rule out ne{scale oscillations of the \velocity average" u = R (v; ) dv, based on the control of the r.h.s. of (5) Entropy solutions u of conservation laws are expected to be piecewise smooth with piecewise smooth shock location J, at least generically. A mathematically convenient relaxation of this notion is to say that outside of a codimension{one recti able set J, u is approximately continuous. Such a \structure result" is true for any function u of bounded variation (BV ) in space{time, see for instance 1, 8] . By the L 1 {contraction principle, an entropy solution u of a scalar conservation law is of bounded variation if the initial data are. A priori bounds on the total variation have been obtained also for systems of conservation laws in one space dimension, despite the fact that the L 1 {contraction principle does not hold in this situation, see 8, 6] . But BV does not seem to be an appropriate space for systems in multiple space dimensions (see the discussion in the introduction of 22] and 5]). Therefore, it seems desirable to develop methods, at rst on the scalar level, which avoid BV {arguments.
If the initial data are just L 1 , it is not expected that the solution of (1) is in BV | except in the one{dimensional, strictly convex case. In fact, even in the best case the a priori estimate obtained from velocity averaging is, in terms of scaling, far from a BV { estimate. This remains true for recent subtler arguments, see 25, 14] . We think this is not surprising: Velocity averaging is a linear argument. The entropy dissipation measure is treated as a given r.h.s. of the linear transport operator in (5) . Depending on the degree of non{degeneracy, some Besov norm of u is estimated by R d (v; t; x). Locally in space{time, however, the entropy dissipation generically is cubic in the shock strength, i.e. the jump size u]:
This means that the control of small shocks through the entropy dissipation is bad. In particular, the entropy dissipation does not control R J j u]j dH n in any obvious way. But it is this quantity which would be controlled by the space{time BV {norm of u: R J j u]j dH n R jr t;x uj dt dx:
This shows that from the point of view of a local regularity theory, BV is not a natural space | even for a scalar law. It also suggests that linear spaces might be inappropriate to fully capture the regularizing e ect.
In this paper, we show that nite entropy dissipation in combination with genuine nonlinearity is indeed enough for a structure result. Loosely speaking, we obtain BV {like structure for entropy solutions without using a BV {control, see Theorem 2.4.
Methods and related work.
Our qualitative approach to regularity is borrowed from elliptic theory: the study of blow{ ups in a given point of space{time. We investigate the blow{ups within the framework of the kinetic formulation (4)&(5). This allows us to study the ne properties of u and the defect measure simultaneously. The compactness result through velocity averaging ensures that also the limiting (u 1 ; 1 ) satis es (4)&(5). The gain of blowing up is that 1 factorizes into a measure in v and a measure in (t; x), for all blow{up points besides those in a set which is smaller than codimension one. This gain in structure through (polar) factorization is a typical rst step in arguments from geometric measure theory, e.g. in the theory of sets of bounded perimeter, see Theorem 1 in Section 5.7.2 of 11].
The idea to study blow{ups within the kinetic formulation was introduced by Vasseur 24] . He used it to establish the existence of one{sided traces for entropy solutions. These traces are \strong traces" in the L 1 {sense. We recall that the existence of strong one{sided traces is another typical property of BV {functions.
The main step in obtaining our regularity result is the classi cation of solutions to (4)&(5) with factorized , which we call \split states". The geometric arguments are similar to those in our prior work 9], where we studied an S 1 {valued conservation law in two space dimensions (no time). This conservation law arises as a singular limit of a variational problem; in particular, the analogue of the entropy dissipation measure has no sign. Also the present analysis is oblivious to the sign of and thus the di erence in time and space variables. In comparison with 9], additional arguments are required to obtain codimension{two recti ability of the boundary of the jump set of a split state.
A slightly less general version of this S 1 {valued conservation law has been treated by Ambrosio, Kirchheim, Lecumberry and Rivi ere 2] with somewhat di erent methods. In particular, these authors used an interesting connection with viscosity solutions of the related Hamilton{Jacobi equation, see 3]. This idea has been extended by Lecumberry and Rivi ere 16] to strictly convex conservation laws in one space dimension. Because of the connection to Hamilton{Jacobi equations, this approach seems limited to one space dimension.
2. Setting and statement of the result As mentioned in the introduction, the sign of the entropy dissipation measures and the di erence between time and spatial variables play no role in our analysis. Hence we replace (t; x) by x, (v; f(v)) by f(v) and ( (v); q(v)) by q(v). We start by introducing the appropriate notion of genuine nonlinearity | it is the well{known slight strengthening of the condition that there is no open interval on which f 0 is contained in a single hyperplane. We also introduce the set of entropies and the notion of \entropy solution". To simplify the kinetic formulation, we shall w.l.o.g. assume that the bounded u is positive.
De nition 2.1. a) We call f 2 C 2;1 (R; R n ) genuinely nonlinear if a := f 0 satis es L 1 ? fv 2 Rj a(v) = 0g = 0 for all 2 S n?1 : b) Let E + denote the set of all q 2 C(R; R n ) for which there exists an with q 0 (v) = 0 (v) f 0 (v) and 00 (v) 0 in D 0 v : (6) c) We call a measurable u: R n ! (0; 1) an \entropy solution" if q := ?div x q(u) 2 M(R n ) for all q 2 E + ;
M(R n ) denoting the space of all locally nite Radon measures. Warning 2.2. When f : R ! R x 1 R n?1 x 0 is of the form f(u) = (u; F(u)) we can compare (c) with the usual notion of entropy solution used in the literature of scalar conservation laws (thus we identify x 1 with the time variable t). We remark that our notion is considerably more general: To avoid confusions we refer to the classical one as classical entropy solution. There are two reasons for this:
-Our entropy solution is not necessarily a weak solution of @ t u + div x 0F (u) = 0; (8) In particular any classical entropy solution of a conservation law with a suitable source term @ t u + div x 0F (u) = g is an entropy solution in the sense of (c).
-Even when an entropy solution u (in the sense of (c)) is a weak solution of (8), the entropy production q for q 2 E + need not to be a non{negative measure (as it would be for classical entropy solutions), but it can change sign. We now introduce the notion of vanishing mean oscillation in a point, which is a slight weakening of the notion of Lebesgue point. We also recall the de nitions of recti ability and of a strong trace. In particular, we cannot rule out that q has a part which lives on a set of dimension strictly larger than n ? 1.
We divide the proof of Theorem 2.4 into four sections. In Section 3 we introduce the kinetic formulation with an \entropy dissipation measure" 2 M(R R n ) with no sign. We also de ne the set J which appears in Theorem 2.4.
Finally, we introduce the notion of blow{ups and rephrase the compactness result from velocity averaging in this context. In Section 4 we work out the net gain in blowing{up: Not only is the kinetic formulation preserved, but the entropy dissipation measure 2 M(R R n ) factorizes into a v{ dependent density and a non{negative measure in x. We call these special solutions of the kinetic equation split states. We use the classi cation of split states from Sections 5 and 6 to establish rst the recti ability of J and then the vanishing{mean{oscillation and trace properties stated in Theorem 2.4. In Section 5 we characterize the split states. We rst obtain qualitative information and then quantitative information on their jump set J through a (second) blow{up.
We have to consider blow{ups in points of both J and its codimension{two boundary @J. For the characterization of (second) blow{ups, we use the results of section 6. In Section 6 we characterize the simplest possible split states, which we call at split states. Flat split states are split states with a jump set J which is either empty, or an entire hyperplane, or half of a hyperplane. These states correspond to constants, shocks, resp. a combination of shock and rarefaction wave.
3. Kinetic formulation and blow{up In this section, we introduce the kinetic formulation and the concept of blow{ups. The rst proposition states the kinetic formulation. The situation is slightly di erent from standard since the measures q in (7) do not have a sign. 
The next de nition introduces the rescalings and the set of all blow{ups for u, and in a given point y. In case of and , the blow{ups are also called tangent measures (see for example De nition 14.1 of 18]). The rescalings are chosen such that the kinetic equation (9) is invariant.
De nition 3.3. Let u 2 L 1 loc (R n ), 2 M(R R n ) and 2 M(R n ); x a point y 2 R n . a) For any r > 0 we de ne u y;r 2 L 1 loc (R n ), y;r 2 M(R R n ) and y;r 2 M(R n ) through u y;r (x) := u(y + rx); y;r (B A) := 1 r n?1 (B (y + rA)) resp. y;r (A) := 1 r n?1 (y + rA)
for all Borel sets A R n and B R.
b) The sets B 1 (y) L 1 (R n ), T n?1 (y; ) M(R R n ) and T n?1 (y; ) M(R n ) are the sets of all u 1 , 1 resp. 1 such that there exists a sequence r k # 0 with u y;r k ?! u 1 strongly in L 1 loc (R n ); y;r k ?* 1 weakly in M(R R n ) resp. y;r k ?* 1 weakly in M(R n ):
The following proposition applies the well{known compactness result to blow{up sequences.
Proposition 3.4. Let u, be as in Proposition 3.1. Then, for H n?1 {a.e. y 2 R n , fu y;r g r#0 is strongly precompact in L 1 loc (R n ); (13) f y;r g r#0 is weak* precompact in M(R R n ); (14) f y;r g r#0 is weak* precompact in M(R n ): jT ' (q)j = k q k(U) =: c q;U < 1 for all q 2 E + ; since q is locally nite. We now apply the uniform boundedness principle (cf. Theorem 2.2 of 21]): There exist a q 0 2 E + , an " > 0 and a c U < 1 such that sup '2? jT ' (q)j = k q k(U) c U for all q 2 B " (q 0 ) \ E + : (18) For arbitrary q 2 E + with kqk 1 = 1, using the linearity of q 7 ! q and the fact that E + is a convex cone, we infer from (18) 
" c U :
Hence the map E + 3 q 7 ! q 2 M(U) is bounded from E + into M(U). This implies (17) . (19) We observe that the weak* compactness (14) of y;r follows immediately from the control of the total variation k y;r k through (15) . Because of (19) , the strong convergence (13) follows also from (15) Notice that for a non{negative measure the upper H n?1 {density of is bounded for all y 2 R n . This follows easily from testing (9) against functions k (v; x) := v' k (x), where f' k g k is a sequence of non{negative radial test functions with ' k " 1 Br(y) pointwise.
Split states and rectifiability
In this section we will combine all results to prove Theorem 2.4. The section is structured as follows
In Subsection 4.1, we introduce the notion of a split state, see De nition 4.1. Roughly speaking, a split state is a solution (u; ) of equation (9) (22) where 1 is the weak*{limit of some rescaling of . This is our starting point. Then the proof proceeds in three steps.
In
Step 1 we construct a family fH y g y of measures in v such that the factorization 1 = H y 1 holds for H n?1 {a.e. y.
Step 2, we establish additional regularity for the factor H y , as a consequence of the interplay between the product structure of 1 and the kinetic equation (22) . More precisely, we show that @ v H y = h y L 1 with h y 2 BV (R).
Step 3, we select a representative of h y such that the kinetic equation (22) holds pointwise in v.
Step 1 Recall the de nition of 2 M(R n ), cf. (11) . By standard measure theory (see Theorem 2.28 of 1]), there exists a weakly {measurable map H : R n ! M(R) with = R Hd , that is
We now use the fact that {almost every y 2 R n is a Lebesgue point for H w.r.t. the weak* topology on M(R). More precisely, we have r n?1 (B r (y)) ( y;r ? H y y;r ) ?* 0 for {a.e. y 2 R n ; (23) see Proposition A.1. Recall the de nition of the jump set J in (12) . For any y 6 2 J we have y;r ?* 0 and thus 1 = 0 so that there is nothing to prove. Hence we restrict ourselves to y 2 J. By the Vitali covering argument, the de nition of J implies that any {negligible subset of J is also H n?1 {negligible. Thus (23) r n?1 < 1 for H n?1 {a.e. y 2 R n : (24) Hence (23) and (24) combine to y;r ? H y y;r ?* 0 for H n?1 {a.e. y 2 J, which in particular yields 1 = H y 1 for H n?1 {a.e. y 2 J.
Step 2 We now prove that @ v H y = h y L 1 for some h y 2 BV (R). As in Step 1, we may restrict ourselves to the case y 2 J. Then there exists a blow{up sequence with 1 6 = 0, which we shall consider. According to (22) 
Notice that for xed x, (v; u 1 (x)) is of bounded variation in v with uniformly bounded total variation R j@ v (v; u 1 (x))j dv 2. Hence also the x{integral R r'(x) (v; u 1 (x)) dx is a BV {function. Since a 2 C 1 (R), we infer from (26) that @ v H y is a BV {function.
Step 3. We nally prove that the kinetic equation (22) (27) Then the one{sided continuity of (v; u 1 (x)) in v yields (v ? "; u 1 (x)) ?! (v; u 1 (x)) strongly in L 1 loc as " # 0.
On the other hand, since h is of bounded variation, we may select a representative with the same one{sided continuity, that is, h y (v ? ") ?! h y (v) as " # 0:
4.2. J is recti able.
Recall the de nition of the set J, cf. (12) . We will prove in this subsection that J is recti able. The main ingredient is the classi cation of split states (u; h; ) stated and proved in Section 5, cf. Proposition 5.1. According to the compactness property stated in Proposition 3.4, for any 1 2 T n?1 (y; ), there is a u 1 2 B 1 (y) coming from the same blow{up sequence.
Hence we may combine Proposition 4.2 from the previous subsection with Proposition 5.1 to obtain the following statement on T n?1 (y; ). Hence an indirect argument using the weak*{compactness of f y;r g r#0 (see Proposition 3.4), yields the cone property 
where, say, C y := f8jx 1 j j(x 2 ; : : : ; x n )jg. On the other hand, (29) combined with (28) implies e = 0 and w(0) 0. Thus we obtain from the Lipschitz continuity of w that there exists a cone fx 1 = 0; x n cj(x 2 ; : : : ; x n?1 )jg J 1 for all 1 2 T n?1 (y; ): Again by an indirect argument using the weak*{compactness of the sequence f y;r g r#0 we gather that has positive lower H n?1 {density:
A set J which has the property that there exists some measure such that (31) and (30) holds for H n?1 {a.e. y 2 J is recti able of dimension n ? 1, see Proposition B.1. We now return to the crucial (29). So, for the following, we x y 2 J for which Proposition 4.3 holds. The proof is divided in three steps.
In
Step 1, we introduce a functional F on M(R n ) with the following property: On T n?1 (y; ), F assumes its maximal value 1 for those 1 = gH n?1 J 1 for which 0 2 J 1 .
Step 2, we show that on T n?1 (y; ), the functional F is monotone w.r.t. rescaling 1 7 ! ( 1 ) 0;s for s > 0.
In Step 3, we use a continuity argument in the scaling parameter to show that we either have F(T n?1 (y; )) = f1g, or we have F(T n?1 (y; )) = f0g. This allows us to conclude (29).
Step 1 A discriminating functional. In this step, we de ne a functional F on M(R n ) and a number r 1 > 0 such that for any 1 = gH n?1 J 1 2 T n?1 (y; ) F Step 2 Monotonicity under rescaling. In this step, we show that for any 1 As > 0 was arbitrary, we have that either lim r#0 f(r) = 1 or lim r#0 f(r) = 0: In view of (42), this translates into:
either F(T n?1 (y; )) = f1g or F(T n?1 (y; )) = f0g : In this subsection, we prove that J is indeed the jump set in the sense of Theorem 2.4 (a) and (b). Next to the recti ability of J established in the previous subsection, we will use the characterization of at split states from Section 6, namely Propositions 6.1 and 6.2.
We start with Theorem 2.4 (a). By de nition of J in (12) On the other hand, we obtain from (46) and the recti ability of J that for H n?1 {a.e. y 2 J k and all 1 5. Classification of split states In this section we will prove Proposition 5.1. Assume (u; h; ) is a split state with h 6 = 0. Then there exist constants L; g > 0 and an orthonormal coordinate system x 1 ; : : : ; x n (both only depending on h) with the following property: There exist a constant e 2 R, and a function w: R n?2 ! R with Lip(w) L such that = g H n?1 J for some set J of the form J = fx 1 = eg or J = fx 1 = e; x n w(x 2 ; : : : ; x n?1 )g: Remark 5.2. Note that for n = 2 Proposition 5.1 implies that the set J is either empty, or a line or a half{line. In higher dimensions our characterization gives many more possibilities. Hence one might be tempted to conjecture that the situation is less complicated. This is not the case: Our classi cation of split{states is optimal and it remains optimal even under much stronger assumptions. In particular, the situation does not become simpler if we consider uxes f which are smoother and are genuinely nonlinear in a stronger sense, or if we consider split states which are entropy solutions of conservation laws in the classical (Kruzkov's) sense.
Indeed Note that f 0 = a 2 C 1 and satis es the strongest requirement on genuine nonlinearity: inf v ja 0 (v)j > 0.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. The proof is divided into four steps. In Subsection 5.1 we prove that = gH n?1 J for some set J contained in two Lipschitz graphs and some Borel function g which is strictly positive on J.
In Subsection 5.2 we use a blow{up argument in y 2 J and the results of Section 6 to show that J is contained in a single Lipschitz graph and that g and the normal are constant on J.
In Subsection 5.3 we argue that J is contained in at most countably many parallel hyperplanes k and that J \ k is the intersection of 2n Lipschitz supergraphs of dimension n ? 1.
In Subsection 5.4 we use a blow{up argument around points y in the boundary of J \ k relative k and the results of Section 6 to conclude that J is contained in a single hyperplane and that it is a single Lipschitz supergraph. 
Step 3, we show that there exists a positive Borel function g such that = gH n?1 J.
Step 
According to the de nition of split state (20) n ) we obtain after n steps 8y n 2 y + C + y n is a Lebesgue point of (v + n ; u( )) with (v + n ; u(y n )) = 1:
Since y + C + is an open set, (56) in combination with (20) for v = v + n implies as desired (y + C + ) = 0.
Step 2 Consider the two closed sets A := fy 2 R n j (y C ) = 0g: Step 3 As in the previous section, we de ne J to be the set of points in which has positive upper H n?1 {density: J := y 2 R n lim sup r#0 (B r (y)) r n?1 > 0 :
Since (u; h; ) is a split state, we have a uniform upper bound on the H n?1 {density of :
There exists a constant c with (B r (y)) cr n?1 for every y 2 R n , r > 0 :
Indeed, x v 2 R such that h(v) 6 = 0 and let y 2 R n be given. Take a sequence of non{ negative radial test functions with ' k ! 1 Br(y) pointwise. Clearly we can choose these functions in such a way that In this subsection, we perform a blow{up in y 2 J. We will use the results of Section 6 to characterize these blow{ups. Recall from the previous subsection that there exist a Borel function g > 0 and a set J contained in the union of two Lipschitz graphs G (with unit normal ) such that = gH n?1 J. We proceed in two steps
In Step 1, we will argue that g is constant along J and that can be chosen constant along J. Furthermore, both values only depend on h.
In Step 2, we will show that J is contained in only one of the two Lipschitz graphs G , which we call G. 
We now obtain from (63) for all y 2 (G + d G ? d ) \ J y;r ?* g(y) H n?1 f (y) (y) x = 0g: (66) Because of (64) and (65) (68) Equation (67) uniquely determines u in terms of h. Furthermore, (68) determines g(y) and (y) (y) in terms of h. Indeed, because of genuine nonlinearity we can nd n numbers v 1 ; : : : ; v n 2 (u ? ; u + ] such that a(v 1 ); : : : ; a(v n ) span R n . Then (y) (y)=g(y) is the intersection of n hyperplanes fa(v i ) x = h(v i )g. This xes both g(y) and (y) (y), since g(y) > 0 and j (y) (y)j = 1.
Step 2 k ; : : : ; A n; k of dimension n ? 1.
ThusJ k has locally nite perimeter w.r.t. k .
Step 1 Because of genuine nonlinearity, we may pick 2(n ? 1) numbers w j;? n > > w j;? 2 > v j > w j;+ 2 > > w j;+ n such that the sets fv j ; w j;+ 2 ; : : : ; w j;+ n g and fv j ; w j;? 2 ; : : : ; w j;? n g satisfy the conditions of Definition 5.4. We call W j;+ resp. W j;? the corresponding wedges. We will argue that these 2n wedges satisfy (71).
The idea is the following: Because of y 2 G d and (73), the characteristic line`:= y + R(a=h)(v j ) crosses G only in y. If we had y 6 2 J 0 instead of just y 6 2 J, all of`would be outside the support J 0 of . Because of (20) , (v j ; u( )) should be constant along`, say, of value 1. Hence we may apply the argument from Step 1 of Subsection 5.1, to every point of`: The cone spanned by (a=h)(v j ); (a=h)(w j;+ 2 ); : : : ; (a=h)(w j;+ n ) and attached to a point of`is outside the support of . Then the wedge W j; with axis (a=h)(v j ) spanned by (a=h)(w j;+ 2 ); : : : ; (a=h)(w j;+ n ) would be outside the support of . But since we just have y 6 2 J, we have to give a more careful argument.
We think of j being xed and introduce orthonormal coordinates x 1 ; : : : ; x n such that (a=h)(v j ) points in direction of (1; 0; : : : ; 0). We write x 0 = (x 2 ; : : : ; x n ). Because of (73) we deduce from (20) putting v = v j that (v j ; u( )) is constant in direction x 1 in each of the two sets We distinguish between the case that this common value (which depends on k) is we obtain as desired (y + W j;+ ) = 0.
Step 2 We de neJ as follows:
By construction,J is open relative G. We now show thatJ and J only di er by an H n?1 { negligible set. We rst argue thatJ is not much larger than J. Indeed, sinceJ Gn(
We will now argue thatJ is not much smaller than J. We start with On the other hand we know by Step 1, that for y 2 G d n J there exists j 2 f1; : : : ; ng such that, say, (y + W j;+ ) = 0. This is preserved in the blow{up and thus we obtain 1 (y + W j;+ ) = 0 for all 1 2 T n?1 (y; ):
Denote by (a=h)(v j ) the axis of the wedge W j;+ . By de nition, we have h(v j ) 6 = 0 and thus by (68) (a=h)(v j ) = g > 0. Hence the axis of the wedge is transversal to the plane f x = 0g. Therefore (87) and (88) cannot hold simultaneously. This proves (86). Together with (85) we conclude J nJ (J n J ) (G n G d ) and thus H n?1 (J nJ) H n?1 (J n J ) + H n?1 (G n G d ) = 0:
It remains to show (72). So pick y 2 G nJ. By de nition (84) ofJ we have y 2 G d n J and thus by Step 1 there exists a j 2 f1; : : : ; ng with, say, (y + W j;+ ) = 0. According to Subsection 5.1 we have = gH n?1 J with g > 0. According to Subsection 5.2, g is constant, and according to the above, J andJ only di er by an H n?1 {negligible set. Hence (y+W j;+ ) = 0 means H n?1 (J \(y+W j;+ )) = 0. Now observe that both setsJ and y+W j;+ are open relative to the Lipschitz graph G. Hence H n?1 (J \(y + W j;+ )) = 0 actually implies as desired thatJ \ (y + W j;+ ) = ;.
Step 3 It remains to show thatJ k has locally nite perimeter w.r.t. the hyperplane k . To this purpose, we consider C j; := W j; \ f x = 0g for j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. As we have argued in Step 2, the axis of the wedge W j; is transversal to the plane f x = 0g. Hence C j; is an (n ? k : ThusJ k is a set of locally nite perimeter.
Blow{up to half{hyperplane.
In this subsection, we perform a blow up in y 2 @J := S k @J k , where @J k is the boundary of J k relative k . We will use the results from Section 6 to characterize the blow{ups. Recall that by Subsection 5.3, anyJ k has an inner normal ! k in the sense of sets of nite perimeter. We proceed in two steps:
In Step 1 we show for H n?2 {a.e. y 2 @J k 1 = gH n?1 f x = 0; ! k (y) x 0g for all 1 2 T n?1 (y; ). We conclude from Proposition 6.3 that ! k (y) 2 C for H n?2 {a.e. y 2 @J k ;
where the convex cone C only depends on h.
In Step 2 we show thatJ is contained in a single hyperplane and thatJ is a Lipschitz supergraph of dimension n ? 1. Furthermore, the Lipschitz property is given by the (non{degenerate) dual of the cone C .
Step In view of (90) and (92), the rst alternative is ruled out. We retain 1 (H ? ) = 0; (93) cf. Figure 4 .
We now argue that also We now collect (93), (94) and (96) and combine this with (90) to obtain 1 = gH n?1 f x = 0; ! k (y) x 0g: Hence (u 1 ; g h; H n?1 f x = 0; ! k (y) x 0g) is a at split state for which Proposition 6.3 applies.
Step 2 SinceJ k is a set of locally nite perimeter, the Gauss Theorem holds: for any ' 6. Classification of flat split states In this section we will classify at split states. Loosely speaking, we call a split state (u; h; ) at, if the jump set is empty, half of a hyperplane or an entire hyperplane. If = 0, we will prove in Proposition 6.1 that u is constant. This may be considered as a Liouville result.
If = H n?1 f~ x = 0g for~ 2 S n?1 , we will show in Proposition 6.2 that u is constant in either half{space f ~ x > 0g. Furthermore, these constants and the normal ~ are uniquely determined by h. In the language of conservation laws, these split states correspond to a single shock.
If = H n?1 f~ x = 0;! x 0g for some orthonormal pair of vectors~ and!, we will show in Proposition 6.3 that the codimension{two normal! is constrained to be in the dual of an n ? 1 dimensional cone C, where C only depends on h. In the language of conservation laws, these split states correspond to a combination of a shock with a rarefaction wave. with respect to the hyperplane f x = 0g. Because of genuine nonlinearity, C is genuinely (n ? 1){dimensional.
6.1. The case of empty jump set.
In this subsection, we prove Proposition 6. 
Let k be the of (101) belonging to "=2 and u k . We claim that := minf 1 ; : : : ; n g > 0 works for (102). Indeed, because of (103), there exists a k such that u(y) 2 u k ; u k + "=2].
In particular u(y) u k so that by (101) u u k ? "=2 a.e. in B k R (y) B R (y):
On the other hand, u k u(y) ? "=2 so that (104) turns into u u(y) ? " a.e. in B R (y):
The other inequality in (102) is proved in a similar way. Property (102) states that there is a locally uniform modulus of continuity in every Lebesgue point y of u. Since the Lebesgue points are dense, u admits a continuous representative in . This proves part (a) of Proposition 6.1. For part (b), we x a Lebesgue point y of u and send R in (102) to in nity:
8 " > 0 ju(x) ? u(y)j < " for a.e. x in R n ; which obviously yields as desired u = u(y) a.e. in R n .
Let us now argue in favor of (101). The argument is similar to the one given in Step 1 of Subsection 5.1. By rescaling and translation, we may assume R = 1 and y = 0. Let " > 0 and u 0 2 R be given. By genuine nonlinearity, there exist n numbers u 0 > v 1 > > v n u 0 ? "; such that a(v 1 ); : : : ; a(v n ) span R n . Since 0 is a Lebesgue point of u with, say, u(y) u 0 > v 1 , we have 0 is a Lebesgue point of (v 1 ; u( )) with value 1:
Ra(v2) are Lebesgue points of (v 2 ; u( )) with value 1:
We now iterate this argument. Because of Ra(v 1 ) + + Ra(v n ) = R n , we obtain after n steps the existence of a := n > 0, only depending on a and v 1 ; : : : ; v n (and thus on " and u 0 ) such that B (0) are Lebesgue points of (v n ; u( )) with value 1: This means u v n u 0 ? " a.e. on B (0):
The other inequality in (101) is proved in a similar way.
6.2. The case of a hyperplane as jump set.
In this subsection, we prove Proposition 6.2. We divide the proof into three steps:
In Step 1, we prove that u has one{sided traces u on f x = 0g.
In
Step 2, we establish (98) and (99). In Step 3, we establish (100).
Step 1 We use the argument from Lemma 3.1 in 13]. For notational convenience, we choose a coordinate system x 1 ; : : : ; x n in such a way that~ = (1; 0; : : : ; 0). We denote by the prime the projection onto the last (n ? 1) components. We consider a v 2 R with a 1 (v) 6 = 0:
(106) Since in particular, (f~ x > 0g) = 0, (20) Step 2 We rst argue that for all but countably many v's, (v;ũ ) is the upper resp. lower trace of (v; u( )), i.e. 
Since h 6 = 0 and 0 n E 0 6 = ;, (115) proves that h is of the form (98).
On the other hand, since genuine nonlinearity implies that there exists at most one triple u ? < u + , 2 R n with (115), we conclude either~ = + andũ (x) = u for all x 0 2 0 n E 0 or~ = ? andũ (x) = u for all x 0 2 0 n E 0 This establishes (99).
Step 3 In this step, we will use that according to Proposition 6.1 (a), u is continuous in R n n f x = 0g. Because of genuine nonlinearity, there exists a sequence v j ! u + with (a=h)(v j ) 6 = 0 and v j < u + : Let y 2 f x = 0g be arbitrary. According to (99) and v j < u + , there exists a sequence y k ! y with y k > 0 and u(y k ) > v j : This implies that y k is a Lebesgue point of (v j ; u( )) with 1. According to (20) and (f x > 0g) = 0 we conclude y k + R + (a=h)(v j ) are Lebesgue points of (v j ; u( )) with value 1:
This means u v j on y k + R + (a=h)(v j ) ; which in the limit k " 1 turns into u v j on y + R + (a=h)(v j ) : Since y 2 f x = 0g was arbitrary, j " 1 implies that u u + on f x > 0g. The remaining three inequalities are proved in a similar way. 
Notice that f x = 0;! x > 0g R + (a=h)(v ) = f x > 0;! x ?! (a=h)(v ) ( x) > 0g: We conclude from Proposition 6.1 (a), that u is continuous in the set R n nf x = 0;! x 0g. The second case is that this common value is 0. Then (122) yields by the continuity of u u < v on y + R(a=h)(v) which contradicts (120) for v + , since v < v + and since (121) implies ? y + R(a=h)(v) \ f x > 0;! x ?! (a=h)(v + ) ( x) > 0g 6 = ;:
Step 2 Step 3 Obviously, the cone C de ned by (117) is contained in the (n?1){dimensional set f x = 0g. Assume that C were contained in a linear subspace of f x = 0g. This means that there exists a unit vector ! orthogonal to such that C is contained in f x = 0; ! x = 0g. This contradicts the genuine nonlinearity of a.
Appendix A. The following proposition can be stated in a much more general setting, but in view of our applications and to avoid cumbersome details we will restrict ourselves to a quite speci c situation.
Proposition A.1. Let be a non{negative nite Radon measure on R n and H : R n ! M(R) a weakly measurable map such that the total variation of H y is 1 {a.e. Then for {a.e. y we have Of course, (R n n S) = 0. We will prove that every y 2 S satis es (125). Indeed, let y 2 S, and for every 2 C 1 0 (R R n ) let us de ne This contradicts (126). Hence (128) is proved. We split J l;m k into countably many subsets which are contained in a ball of radius 2 . After relabeling, we obtain a decomposition of J k into countably many pieces J k;j such that 8j 8y 2 J k;j J k;j \ ? y + f2jx 1 j jx 0 jg = ; because of (128). Hence, every J k;j is contained in a Lipschitz graph. This proves the proposition.
